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Annual Report from the Chair
Dear Members of the Somerset Guild of Weavers, Spinners & Dyers,
This year seems to have flown by and we have just held the AGM at the May
meeting of the Guild. This is my first report and I hope I have managed to capture
the year's activities.
The really big news for this year is that we have a new President, John Arbon. John
came to introduce himself to us in March, supported by his wife Juliet. John is well
known locally for his work and has been based at Cold Harbour Mill in Uffculme for
many years now. John will be judging our competitions and attending as many of our
meetings as his busy schedule allows.
The Guild had representatives at several local events over the year: The Bath &
West Show, Fibre Fest at Bicton College, the Rural Life Museum at Glastonbury and
at the Glastonbury Wool Festival. These events were well supported and our
attendance was much appreciated by the organisers of all the events so much so
that we have been invited to attend again. The attendance at these events is at the
heart of what we do, promoting traditional skills and demonstrating the wide variety of
textile crafts.
We have attracted many new members through the year and I would like to welcome
everyone and hope you all enjoy being a member of the Somerset
Guild.
We have had a wide and varied combination of speakers, some, our very own
members. Barbara Spicer ran a Natural Dying Workshop where people were able to
get some hands on experience and learn from a gifted dyer. Talitha Clarke gave us
fascinating talks about achieving a Moiré finish and the really simple but effective
Sashiko technique from Japan, again a practical workshop. We have heard from
local producer of fleece David Barlow and his lovely Gotland flock, Sarah Harris from
the Spinning Wheal, Jane Pasquill from the House of Hemp, Tania Alcock with
Fibres Around the World and the most surprising Yuli Somme and her felt coffins.
Norma Sanders has done a great job of sourcing these varied and interesting
speakers. Many thanks to Norma.
At the fleece fair in June 2011 the Guild purchased two fleeces, a Corriedale x
(possibly Leicester), grey with brownish tips, and a shearling Teeswater x Kerry Hill.
These were divided into 100- 150gm bags and 23 members collected bags at the
July and September meetings. At the November meeting, 18 members returned their
work and a lovely display of spun yarn, samples and finished articles was on show
along with their comments on how they processed the fibre, spun the yarn and their
opinions on the fleece in general.
A regular attendee at our meetings, Amanda Hannaford, won the UK prize in the
Longest Thread competition this year at 652.736 metres. This is an international
competition, which is held every other year so get practising for 2013.
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January saw us set up temporary camp in the Village Hall at Creech St Michael
whilst Hatch Beauchamp was having a facelift. We were very fortunate to have
Lesley Blythe-Lord join us and speak to us about the tradition of dressing a distaff in
ribbons and a demonstration of how flax is spun from a distaff.
Good communication is essential if a Guild like ours is to function successfully. There
are different areas in which we need to communicate and all are equally important.
The first is within the Guild at our meetings, where hopefully we communicate easily
with our fellow members on a friendly and informal basis - after all we have each
joined our guild in order to further our interest and to increase our skills in the
disciplines of spinning, weaving and dyeing. But a guild doesn't magically run itself –
it does require some organisation from volunteers to fill the chair, to act as secretary
and treasurer, to plan the programme etc., etc. So the Guild Committee have to
communicate with the members and the members need to communicate with their
committee so that everyone understands what is going on and can contribute to the
success of their guild.
This brings me to the subject of Secretary and Treasurer. Barbara Spicer has been
our Secretary for quite some time but decided to retire and pass on the mantle at the
AGM. We also needed a new Treasurer, as Emma unfortunately could not carry on
due to work commitments. For the role of Secretary we needed members with
computer and Internet access at home in order to communicate with the wider
Association of which our Somerset Guild is an affiliated member. Both of these
positions are essential to the smooth running of the Guild. At the AGM, Janet Maher
was elected as Secretary and a completely new member, Caroline found herself
elected as the new Treasurer!
Many thanks to all the committee members for their hard work over the year, also
Miranda for the library, Janet and Talitha for the Newsletter, Anita for the website
(now fully functioning), Helen for support and guidance, Carol for organising all the
things I usually don't realise need organising, including the raffle. Everyone for
volunteering on a regular basis and keeping our wheels oiled. Thank you all for a
busy and interesting year, it always amazes me what a skilled and interesting group
of people you all are.

Jan Newton
Chairman
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Our New President

John came to our March Guild
meeting with his wife, Juliet, so
that he could introduce himself
and tell us something about his
background. He has always been
interested in machines that
produce fabric for garments,
knitting techniques by machine in
particular. He completed his M.A.
at Nottingham looking at the old
stitches that were used in
machine knitting.
John moved to Devon 12 years
ago when his interest in Alpaca
developed. John Arbon Textiles
was formed 10 years ago. He
started making socks. His
mission has always been to make
reasonably priced articles in the
UK. He is not interested in
making a huge profit. In the early
days he volunteered at
Coldharbour Mill making yarns.

Now he buys old machinery from the North and reconditions them to produce
fantastic yarns. He produces Exmoor Blue Face wool and is currently looking at
White Faced Devon sheep to extend the range. He also works with Fox’s Mill near
Wellington.
John is working to develop the Exmoor Wool Mill that will establish a whole pallet of
wool types using local breeds of sheep with the fleeces processed separately not
blended. There will be more machinery than he has currently and worsted yarns will
be possible.
The whole project is centred on sustainability and will be registered with the Soil
Association. There will be a classroom and a public gallery looking onto the mill. The
mill will be run by a Community Interest Group with profit going back into the
Community. Wool is scoured at Buckfast. John hopes the new mill will be open in
2013 and that he can spread the word to promote rare breeds. John brought along
some drawings of the proposals for the mill.
John brought along his catalogue of products and sample cards for the Excelana
wool he produces. He was very generous and offered a 10% discount to Guild
members. John will be bringing a selection of his goods to sell at a future Guild
meeting.
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Fibres around the World: Tania Alcock
th

17 March 2012

Before moving to the South West five years ago, Tania was in textile design at
colleges in Derby and Nottingham. She continues to teach 2/3 times a week locally.
When she first came to the SW, she opened a shop dealing with fibres and yarns of
all kinds.
She goes to Turkey regularly for yarns. Her
partner does the negotiating, as locals do not
like dealing with women. They have
developed great contacts there. She imports
possum and merino fibres, and yak from the
Falkland Isles. She has three alpacas using
their fibre for needle felting. She has two
Wensleydale sheep and thinks she may get
more. Tania also intends to have her own
silkworms, purely for personal use not as a
commercial venture.

Jan wearing fancy fibre

Colourful items made by Tania

Tania’s ‘Extreme Knitting”

Fair Trade is key to Tania in sourcing all fibres. She works with a Women’s Cooperative in Nepal. All the dyes she uses are environmentally friendly. When she is
not teaching or sourcing fibres, she likes to make and create articles – bags, felt and
jewellery. Tania brought a great range of items as shown in the photos. She is fond
of extreme knitting where she uses 6/7 strands to make items.
Tania is closing the shop so that she can focus more on teaching and lecturing,
sourcing fibres and attending fibre shows. She is constantly on the lookout for new
fibre mixes.
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My Work with Felt: Yuli Somme
st

21 April 2012

It would be fair to say that most of us were extremely surprised (the gasps could be
heard in the room) and deeply curious when Yuli started to explain what it was she
was going to talk about. She has been a felt maker for over thirty years. She loves
the freedom and expression working in 3D that felt allows, as well as there being little
need for mathematics that other crafts require.
In 1999 she started to evolve her work to using felt with the dead. She talked about
dealing with dying and death as naturally as possible, to re-connect with nature. She
said she wanted to die leaving nothing behind to contaminate the earth. The
message was environmental sustainability. She noted that 72% of funerals are
cremations and that 12% of the damaging dioxins in the air are produced from glue
and plastic in the coffins and polyester in the clothes people are in. A huge amount of
fuel is also used. She expressed concern that funerals are now about making money.
Yuli looked historically at how this natural part of the life cycle was dealt with. In 1666
the law stated that the dead should be buried in wool. The Natural Burial Movement
says green burial is more benign to the planet. There are now 60/70 sites in the UK
offering this service. Yuli has developed her work to make felt pods for natural burial.
She talked about sites where burials take place in semi woodland and the land is
grazed by sheep. There is a site in Usk. UK law is very relaxed and many sites can
be used but the burial has to be noted in the deeds to the property. She commented
that some farms are using a field for this purpose and establishing a trust to oversee
the running, separate from the rest of the land.

The pods Yuli makes have the wooden beare for carrying and supporting the pod
integrated into the structure. The felt pod is many layers thick. She has the felt made
commercially. She makes the pod and then decorates them with needle-felted motifs
based on native trees. The picture above shows how attractive they are and they are
easy to carry. Yuli told us how she had arranged a natural burial for her mother using
one of her pods.
Yuli works in a barn next to the church in Shagford. Her business is called
Bellacouche. Her contact details are:
www.bellacouche.com
Tel: 01647 432155
The website to find one of the UK natural burial sites is:
www.naturaldeath.org.uk/index.php?page=find-a-natural-burial-site
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Historic Knits: Joyce Meader
th

19 May 2012

Joyce describes herself as a historic knitter. She collects all aspects of the knitting
craft from books and patterns to tools and accessories. She took us through the
history of knitting in the most entertaining and amusing talk the Guild has heard for
some time.
The earliest reference she has found to knitting craft dates back to George lll in 1817
with the Knitters Assistant pamphlet. By 1870 Mrs Beeton had produced the Book of
Needlework. Joyce did comment that the knitting content of her book bore a canny
resemblance to an earlier 1844 pamphlet on knitting. She found many patterns for
socks from that period.
Joyce had a wonderful collection of old knitting needles. There were examples in
ivory, bone and wood. Circular needles did not appear until 1918. She had some
very fine size 17 & 18 needles for making silk stockings. There was an early sock
machine from the 1860’s that would produce a pair of socks in just 24 minutes
including turning the heel.
Joyce had a huge collection of old patterns dating from the 1930’s, many of which
she had tried out. She noted that old patterns were often very brief and hard to
decipher – there was an assumption that you knew what you were doing. She had a
number of needle gauges that were now quite collectable – a caution though in that
they often do not compare current needle sizes accurately. There were darning
mushrooms made in wood and Bakelite.
Patterns from the 1940’s reflected wartime and the ‘make do and mend’ philosophy.
There were a lot of Fair Isle patterns. People tried to get yarns that were less than
30% wool, as they were not rationed. Darning wool was not originally rationed and
came in hanks so people used this instead (the reason we only get small cards of it
now). This was the era of knitted swimming costumes and knitted underwear. Look at
the examples in the photos of knitted underwear and imagine wearing those today!

Knitted underpants

Knitted Y Fronts
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By the time we get to the 1960’s and 1970’s, knitting starts to take many creative
turns. Many of us giggled as we remembered well some of the fashions and the craft
books. Joyce talked about the publication Golden Hands, which many of us knew
and had collected, and the zany patterns. We all remembered the Liz Hurley safety
pin dress. Yarns became more experimental. In the 1980’s patterns were about big
shoulders and Kaffe Fassett was king in knitting design. Joyce showed how the
boundaries of knitting are still evolving with yarns from possom, bamboo and even
plastic bags.
We had a lot of fun looking at the knitted examples of patterns with Joyce at the end
of the talk. The talk was highly informative and we all learned more about the history
of knitting.

Help wanted
We have had a call from a gentleman who is looking for someone who can process
bulk fleece for felting. We believe he has sheep and needs the fleeces scoured.
If anyone has these skills or knows a man who does, so to speak, please contact the
gentleman direct.
His name is Matt Handler and he can be contacted on 01823 433199.
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Guild Visits and Demonstrations
Abbey Hill Steam Rally 4th – 7th May 2012
The Steam Rally is an annual event held this year at the Yeovil Showground over the
Bank Holiday Weekend. Margaret Knight and Barbara Spicer had set up a bright and
colourful display showing all aspects of the Guild’s work.

The first day was advertised as a children’s day. We were expecting four groups,
each of ten children, to learn peg loom and card weaving. In all, nearly 400 children
attended the show with 100 coming to us! They thoroughly enjoyed the weaving,
being taught by Margaret, Barbara, Marilyn Biggs and Anne Chapman, with me
hiding behind my wheel watching and looking out for sticky fingers. After an
exhausting day, the children went home happily clutching their small piece of work.
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The following days were calmer, but cold, with intermittent rain. We all learned very
quickly how to dress for the conditions. We did not expect to have to wear thermal
underwear in May! We were joined by Fay Wilks on Saturday and on Sunday by
Debbie Hill.

Looking well wrapped up!

Nearly everyone who stopped to chat commented on the beautiful work and how it
brought back memories of relatives spinning. A lot of people asked about the
different sorts of wheel, and, as usual, the children were fascinated by the spinning
motion, the ladies were interested in the finished yarn and the men by the mechanics
of the process. Comments such as “the ladies are turning wool into, er, wool” and
how we were turning wool into string raised a smile. They were gently put right.
The only problem with this show is that the Marquee was situated next to the Wall of
Death, which was incredibly noisy. Another stallholder insisted on burning incense all
day, despite being asked not to, causing breathing difficulties for all of us. The
organisers did ask our opinions on the last day, which will be taken forward to the
committee. Hopefully this will not happen again. Health and Safety reared its ugly
head on another stand. The lady in her senior years was informed that she was not
allowed to knit behind her stand, as knitting needles were dangerous weapons.
On the upside the organisers and other stallholders were friendly, toilets were
plentiful, clean and always had toilet roll. We were also situated by a sweet stall,
which, of course, we did not visit at all…well, not every day.
Brenda Hamblin
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The Royal Bath and West Show 30th May – 2nd June 2012
Two members from the Guild attended each day of show by invitation of Somerset
Life magazine. The Guild was also represented demonstrating spinning in the
shearing tent.
Those who were fortunate to go with Somerset Life magazine on the Wednesday
and Thursday had the added pleasure of a complementary lunch in the Council Hall
tent along with the Countess of Wessex as Patron (Wednesday), President and
President Elect (the Archbishop, Peter Price) and many dignitaries from the local
towns of Wells and Shepton Mallett. The lunch was also very good. For the most
part, we were the youngest people in the tent!
Many people commented on how much they liked seeing both groups of the Guild
demonstrating, particularly seeing the fleece come off in shearing and seeing it spun.
They liked seeing the big spinning wheel on the Friday in the Somerset Life stand
and some weaving on Wednesday.
Sadly numbers were down at the show this year due to the move of the Bank Holiday
with the Jubilee celebrations.
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News from the Association of Guilds
Calendar for 2013
The Association is taking orders for calendars for next year. The cost varies with the
number we order starting at £4.00 each for orders of less than four copies. The price
drops the more we order. Envelopes for the calendars are 12p each.
There may be a small charge for postage, again depending on how many we order.
Please let Janet Maher, Guild Secretary, know as soon as possible if you want one.

Special Wool Issue
As mentioned in the last Newsletter, the August edition of the Journal will be a
Special Wool Issue. A number of Guilds have asked for extra copies for members
who do not take the Journal regularly or for family and friends. The Association will
print extra copies. The cost will be £3 for this issue and the extra copies will be sent
along with the normal order to branches.
We have to send in orders and payment by 31st July if extra copies are wanted.
Please let Janet Maher know as soon as possible. We will need to place the order
straight after the July Guild meeting.

Annual General Meeting Minutes and Accounts
If any member is interested in seeing the minutes of the AGM and 2011 accounts,
please contact Janet Maher.

National Exhibition 16th – 27th July 2012
Further to the notice in the last Newsletter, we have heard that the Weald and
Downland Open Air Museum has kindly offered free admission to the rest of museum
for members visiting the exhibition. Each ticket is for one Guild member only and for
one entry. So if a member plans to make more than one visit he, or she, will need
additional tickets to cover each planned visit. Only Guild members may use these
tickets. Non-members, such as friends and family, who are accompanying a
member, must pay to enter the museum. Contact Janet Maher, who has the tickets if
you plan to attend.
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For Sale
Harris Folding Loom £200

Weave width up to 70cm on present reed of 5dpi.
Full Height 115cms. Width 100cms. Depth 90cms.
Includes threading and reed hooks, raddle, book (The Weaver’s Craft by LE Simpson
& M Weir) and bench.
Contact: Maggie Sharp on 01935 428214

Alpaca Fleece
A lady called Joanna Horsley has two alpaca fleece for sale: one black, one white.
She lives in Frome. Please call her on 07775 236479 if interested.

All the following items are for sale by same vendor

Ashford Inkle Loom £60 with accessories

Ashford Wheel £240 o.n.o
(Used but in good condition)
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Leclerc Penelope Rigid Heddle Loom £200 o.n.o
(unused)
22" WEAVING WIDTH - An excellent weaving loom for those who want to
learn tapestry technique. The Penelope is a 23" wide tapestry loom, made of
a solid frame with 2 beams, ratchets and dogs, which allow you to put on
quite a long warp. The loom is solidly built in Canadian maple. Kit includes
loom and:
* 3 High impact styrene rigid heddles (not shown in picture)
* 2 flat shuttles 28" (71 cm)
* 2 metal lease sticks
* 2 beams sticks with cords
* 6 tapestry bobbins
* 2 warping blocks
* Instruction and weaving book

Salish Loom £30

Curved hand carders £20 a pair
7 spinning/weaving books/pamphlets £12
Cones of Wool and yarn, variety of colour and weights
approx 4 boxes - offers invited.

All items could be delivered to the Guild meeting on 21st July.
For all the above items contact Sue Ripley on 01458 446766 or email:
sripley63@btinternet.com
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Programme 2012
Meetings begin at 10.30am at
Hatch Beauchamp Village Hall
Talks begin at 1.45pm

21st January
The House of Hemp
Jane Pasquill

16th June
Fleece Fair

18th February
Farming in the Blackdowns with
Gotland Sheep
David and Lyn Barlow
Committee Meeting

21st July
Members Day
Committee meeting
Fork Lunch

17th March
Fibres around the World
Tania Alcock
21st April
My work with Felt
Yuli Somme
Committee Meeting
19th May
AGM
Historic Knits
Joyce Meader
Dye Competition
Fork Lunch

15th September
Spinning through Time
Val and David Bryant
Committee Meeting
20th October
Quantock Weavers Day
Using colour in your craft
Janet Philips
Weaving Competition:
‘Thick and thin’
17th November
Skills Day
Committee Meeting
Soup and Bread
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